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About This Game

Classic 2D Action Platformer

The story

One Day, the Sun Disappeared…
The world is about to turn into a ball of ice and something has to be done!

A boy starts on a journey to find the Sun and bring it back!

Features

Stamina Plays A Big Role
You will not be able to endlessly attack or defend.

The difference in stamina means the difference in your game.
Managing stamina will be an important part of the game.

Character Ability
Your character’s ability can be upgraded with Gold. You can earn Gold by slaying monsters.

Strength, Health, and Dexterity are the three abilities you can build up.

Various Gears
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There are about 100 different gears available in this game. Some gears will dictate the styling of your character as well. Some
gears are found in monsters and treasure chests.

Attribute System
Monsters will keep getting stronger as you advance. Keep in mind of the weapon attributes which can make a deciding

difference.

Pet System
There will be pets there to accompany you through the journey. You won’t be lonely.

Xbox & PS4 Controller Support

Indie Game Project By A Single creator

'One Day : The Sun Disappeared' is a One-man indie game development project
(including Programming, Art, Music and some parts of the fx sound)
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Title: One Day : The Sun Disappeared
Genre: Action, Adventure, Casual, Indie, RPG
Developer:
Teemo Soft
Publisher:
Teemo Soft
Release Date: 26 Aug, 2016

 a09c17d780 

English,Japanese,Simplified Chinese
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The game is pretty fun and we enjoyed playing it in Co-Op. But we needed to restart three times because we couldnt continue -
One of our three players was stuck in loading-screen or haven't had the choice-menu and we were stuck there.

Those bugs ruined definitely our game experience (even if we hadn't had those much!) and we won't start it again. We neede to
restart five times in 1.5 hours accumulativ.e

We would play the game for a longer period of time, but with those bugs its impossible... I downloaded this along with Chicken
invaders 5. There is no executable for this game. Did I waste another $2.99. Thanks for nothing.. This game is like sitting on a
tolet and not being able to♥♥♥♥♥♥ there should be something but as hard as you push nothing comes out.
. Please note this is an early access game still in development.

Next Up Hero is a 2D top-down twin stick shooter game with RPG elements. Players choose from a roster of heroes who they
then fight their way through “ventures” with.

These ventures are essentially dungeons that the player must survive as long as they can in. With each level they ascend to the
rewards increase, with the final level consisting of a boss. However, smaller bosses can be encountered at random too or you can
pay a small amount for one to spawn.

Ventures can also be customized to your liking too, giving you the option of the length, location etc and can be played by other
players too. You can also play other people’s levels too, and should you come upon them, summon their “echo” to help in
combat, a must on later levels so you have some form of bait. Your own echo can be summoned by other players too if they
attempt your own ventures.

Surprisingly the game is quite challenging, in the time I have put in thus far I have yet to see any way to regenerate health
between levels. Later levels, specifically the 5 star ones, can be brutal. There was one enemy in particular that would stunlock
the hell out of me and kill me with ease, killing a run quicker than the mainstream media kills a good meme. One boss was so
big and slow that every encounter with them consisted of me running around and smacking them, taking no damage at all.

Next Up Hero does have a story but its really only told via cut scenes that activate each time you level up, within an hour I was
at 25% story completion according to the statistics. So, clearly the story is not really the main focus here, given how spaced out
it is and that its simple text-filled cutscenes, but at least there’s a story.

Combat wise, the game has some light RPG elements, like the ability to summon ancients for temporary buffs, different
characters with different classes to try, and abilities you unlock by defeating a certain amount of the enemies that use them, with
several levels for each one.

A few things to point out before I wrap this up:

The good:

  Game runs in border-less from the get go, how is it not every game does this?
  Much more challenging than I expected going in
  Love the bright and vibrant colours as well as the art style, but not a fan of the chibi look the characters have
  The music is rather nice too

The bad:

  Summoned echoes can get stuck in an animation loop until you enter combat again
  Fair bit of stutter in certain areas
  If you do click out of the game and back in again, the menu selection freaks out and will not show you what you are currently
selecting, however this is easily fixed by backing out
  The game seemed to think I was on keyboard despite being controller, and so would constantly switch between which prompt
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layout to display

Overall though, Next Up Hero is a pretty decent game that’s rather fun in short bursts and well worth buying and the issues I’ve
had with the game will likely be fixed throughout development.

You can currently buy Next Up Hero from the Humble Store for 15% off for £14.44 (€16,99 / $16.99).
Please note the key for this game was provided via the Humble Affiliate Program.

Review originally posted at: https://gamefold.co.uk/next-up-hero-review/. It's the normal The Escapists game, but walking dead
themed, and partly zombie survival.
Nowhere near as good as the original, but was OK to play. Not a super good experience, as many others will tell you.
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If I wanted to play Dungeon Master, I'd play Dungeon Master (got it as part of a bundle, nuff said).. a fun x-com type game with
a much more intense take on combat than the normal turn-based form you'd expect. It's not perfect so if you don't like the genre
you're taking a risk but if you like the genre you'll most probably like this.. A nice addition to an already great game, this
booster pack rounds out the elemental ranks a bit more with fire and water (surprise, surprise) elementals. Though not the most
challenging opponents, they each have their own quirks that makes the gameplay interesting. So here are some pros and cons I
got while playing.

PROS
-Two new enemies with fairly unique mechanics (praise for the water elemental in particular)
-The three new levels aren't the most challenging but they aren't easy, either, and are overall enjoyable.
-I can easily say that I've used the three new traps in enough maps to count them as a pro.
-And, of course, the new skull award provides some compensation for the daring warmage.
-Three new Endless mode maps (always good)

CONS
-No air elementals, we got three out of the four classical elements, and who wouldn't want to see the mechanics they could cook
up for an air elemental? Besides, it would give them an excuse to make another map.
-The new elementals only spawn on certain maps. Though this may be more of a con for the game as a whole as most levels have
a predetermined rosture of enemies (which can be both a pro and a con, depending). Fortunately, we have Endless mode.

Anyways, that's it from me. I enjoyed it; you'll probably enjoy it. These new elementals really make a neat addition to the roster,
and all the other addons make this DLC worth its pricetag.. Warning for achievement hunters: Only 15 out of 29 achievements
for this game are working properly. The rest are un-achievable, and some that they have planned are outright ridiculous.

The developers posted in December that they would be fixing this in "the coming weeks" on the discussion page, and have been
radio-silent ever since.

I will update and possibly change my recommendation when this update eventually rolls out.. It's pretty dank. The pc opponent
acts in a very predictable manner if you can capture/build a tower or even move when they move they wont attack you, but I
hate having to win that way. im not fast enough on mouse to win any other way on expert, so there is only one way to win
capture a tower and build up your forces behind the tower quickly. or examine the pc opponent very carefully and react
instinctively fast. This game is not fun to me and I really liked the first mushroom wars but this one plays too much like a moba
and god do I hate mobas. If you like mobas and RTS games you may like it though.

P.S. similar games I like are euphloria hd,tentacle wars.. If you want a racing sim, go play iRacing and stop complaining about
its price. This game is NOT a simulator and isn’t meant to be.

Those who enjoyed Dirt to Daytona should look into this one, I spent a lot of time on that game and this feels like that but
remastered.

One big complaint I have at the moment though is the lack of changing AI difficulty in online matches. No point in 40 cars if
you and your friends are miles from the pack and only battling each other.
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